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Introduction
Large databases, some times distributed over several remote locations, are becoming mere common in the contemporary Global Economy scenario. The local databases which were initially small, have grown, growing continually and getting distributed to several remote sites as a result of globalization. Many of the conventional data mining algorithms are ineffective and inefficient for handling large and distributed data sets. Hence, the scalability of data mining algorithms has become an active area of research with many challenging problems. There are five basic approaches for scalability of data intensive computing, as identified by G.L Grossman et al. in their work published in [1] . They are: 1. Manipulating data to fit into memory: There are four basic variants of this approach, namely Sampling, Feature selection, Partitioning, Data summarization.
Reducing the access time:
This approach tries to reduce the access time for accessing out of memory data by using specialized data structure to access data on disk such as B + tree and using some technique such as parallel block reads. 
Data Reduction:
Here, along with the techniques used in the above approaches, techniques such as Data Smoothing, Data Compression and Data Transformation can be used.
In the contemporary world of global economy, real-life data is distributed and evolving consistently. The large set of evolving and distributed data can be handled efficiently by Incremental Data mining, Parallel Data mining and Distributed Data Mining. In the following sections we discuss about the issues and the present research work that is being carried out on parallel and distributed data mining. In section two parallel data mining is discussed, and in section three about distributed data mining. Each of the above two approaches in turn may use one or more of the approaches discussed earlier, such as Sampling, Pre-computation, data Reduction etc.
Scaling Data Mining Algorithms through Parallel Processing
In this section we discuss about some of the basic techniques of parallel processing of large datasets, for data mining tasks and adaptability of some core data mining algorithms ( such as decision trees, discovery of frequent patterns, and creating clusters) for parallel processing. Contemporary research work related to parallel processing of the data mining algorithms follows next.
Basic Techniques of Parallel Processing
The various programming models of parallel processing are characterized by two factors, namely type of parallelism used and type of inter-processor communication used. Data can be divided into partitions, so also the task into subtasks. Accordingly, based on whether a data is divided into partitions or a task into subtasks, three kinds of parallelism can be identified viz. 
Data Parallelism:
In data parallelism the original data set is divided into number of partitions and the same program runs on each of the partitions. Results obtained by running the program on each data partitions is later on combined to get the final result. Task Parallelism: Here, the main task is divided into set of smaller subtasks. The subtasks of this set that can be simultaneously performed are identified and assigned to individual processors. The results obtained by these independent processors are used to get the final solution. This speeds up the execution by multifold as the tasks are performed concurrently. Hybrid Parallelism: In this, both data and tasks are divided. The subtasks that can be performed on independent data partitions, whose results can be combined together, are identified along with the independent subtasks. These subtasks are assigned to independent processors in proper sequence and using the results of these parallel processing, final result is obtained. Shared Memory Systems: This is the simplest form of communication used in parallel systems. Here, all the processors share a common global memory. Locking of shared memory is used when two or more processors try to use the shared memory for writing. Message Passing: Here, each processor has its own memory. The processors communicate by sending and receiving the messages explicitly using send and receive commands. Remote Memory Operations: As in case of message passing, each processor has its own memory. But unlike in message passing, here processors can explicitly access memory of other processors. Separate commands are used for accessing local and remote memory.
Scope for Parallel Processing in Data Mining Algorithms
In the following section we examine the various contemporary algorithms used at micro and macro level of tasks and discuss the adaptability of these algorithms for parallelism. Most of the data mining tasks involve subtasks such as finding of maximum, minimum, count, average etc, where in they can be performed on independent partitions of a dataset and the sub solutions can be combined to get the final solutions.
Parallelism in Association Rule
Mining: The Apriori algorithm [2] is used for finding frequent patterns. In Apriori algorithm, set of frequent patterns of size k+1 is obtained in two steps. The first step finds a set of candidate frequent item sets through join operation of set of frequent items of size K. In the second step, the entire dataset is scanned to count the number of times the candidate frequent patterns appear together in all the transactions. As discussed above the second step can be performed by distributing the dataset to several processors simultaneously. Concurrency can also be used in the first step to speed up the creation of candidate frequentpattern set, by distributing the candidate frequent patterns themselves among the processors. Further, based upon the observation by Cheung at el. [3] that a global frequent item set must be a local frequent item for some data partition, local pruning can be applied by removing the sets that or not locally frequent. This also reduces the communication required for exchanging support counts.
The FP-growth [4] algorithm for finding frequent patterns can be on independent partitions of the dataset to construct one tree for each data partition simultaneously. The individual FPtrees can be combined to have the single tree that would be constructed by applying FP-growth on the entire undivided dataset.
Parallelism in Classification:
Decision Tree Induction algorithm [6] is used for classification by constructing a decision tree. The algorithm constructs decision tree recursively using depthfirst divide and conquer approach. At any given node, to further split up the dataset towards identification of a class, the algorithm chooses the most suitable attribute based on the information gain value of the attributes. The information gain of an attribute is a measure of the ability of an attribute to minimize the information needed to classify the given entity in the resulting sub-trees. Either task parallelism or data parallelism can be used for construction of decision tree.
For task parallelism, each processor simultaneously computes information gain based on one attribute of the remaining attributes. The processors exchange the each others information gain and decide for the splitting attribute. For data parallelism, the entire data set is divided into partitions and one partition is distributed to each processor. Each processor builds a separate tree for its data partition. The ensemble of trees obtained by different processors is combined to obtain the final decision tree.
Parallelism in Clustering:
Clustering is considered to be unsupervised learning for classification where in the number of classes into which the data is to be grouped is not given or the data does not contain any attribute of class information. Parallelism in clustering can be exploited by trying clustering algorithm on different cluster numbers simultaneously, one by each processor. Also, the distance measure is the mostly used metric for computing intercluster dissimilarity and intra-cluster similarity. One processor each can be used for simultaneously calculating the distances of one cluster center from all other data points.
2.3Existing Parallel Algorithms:
In the following sections we elaborate on the present research work on parallelism of data mining tasks such as Frequent-Pattern mining, Classification, and Clustering on large dataset.
Existing Frequent-Pattern Mining Algorithms: All the parallel algorithms proposed for mining frequent patterns are either Apriori-based techniques or FP-tree-based techniques. Agrawal and Shafer proposed three different strategies for parallelizing Aprori algorithm in [7] . Three strategies are based on count distribution, data distribution, and candidate FPdistribution. In their work the authors have discussed about advantages and limitations of the three strategies with respect to computational costs, communication overheads and memory usage. Orlando et al. [8] and Ashrafi et al. [9] extended the work done by Agrawal & Shafer by further improving the speed and efficiency of the approaches proposed in [7] . A. Salvasere et al. [10] proposed a partition-based parallel algorithm that performs efficient partitioning of dataset. All of above proposed algorithms are Apriori-based and they suffer from limitations inherent to Apriori (such as multiple scans).
Most of the FP-tree-based parallel algorithms proposed are based on FP-growth [4] algorithm. Most of these algorithms exploit the parallelism by partitioning the dataset into several parts and then build local FP-tree for each part in parallel [11] , [12] , [13] , where as some algorithms build a global FP-tree for entire database by parallelizing the treeconstruction process, such as in [14] , [15] . However, the major drawback of these approaches is the excessive communication overhead for broadcasting the itemset-based prefix-trees to all processors, multiple times. The approach in [15] is to build only one FP-tree and to partition this tree itself into several independent parts to mine frequent patterns in parallel by assigning each part to one processor. However, this approach too has the inter-processor communication cost required for communicating parts of the global tree (apart form memory constraint). All of the above algorithms, both Apriori-based and FP-tree-based, require at least two database scans.
Syed K. Tanbeer et al. [16] proposed an approach for parallel mining of frequent patterns that scans the entire data base only once. In their approach, the algorithm uses a novel tree structure called PP-tree (parallel pattern tree) that significantly reduces the I/O cost by capturing the database contents with a single scan. It also reduces inter-processor communication overhead by running independently at each processor and merging the locally generated global frequent patterns at the final stage.
Existing Parallel Algorithms for Classification:
Classification is considered to be one of the major data mining tasks. There exist different modules of classification such as neural networks, decision trees, genetic algorithms, and statistical models. Decision trees are relatively faster to build and sometimes give better accuracy compared to other classification methods. Parallel implementation of decision tree appears to be more natural and easy but in fact is more complex for the following two reasons:
• Shape of the decision tree is highly irregular and the amount of processing required at each node may vary significantly. Hence, any static allocation scheme will probably suffer from high load imbalance problem.
• When the children of a node are processed in parallel, their construction requires sharing part of the data of their parent node and hence requires dynamic data movement between processors. There are three most popular implementations of decision tree, namely SLIQ [18] , SPRINT [19] , and C4.5 [17] . These algorithms find the best split attribute as the attribute with the highest rank. Ranks of the attribute are calculated using statistical measures such as information gain. To find a best split attribute of continuous valued attributes, SLIQ maintains separate list of stored values for each attribute of the given training dataset and a separate memory-resident class list values of the class attribute, as shown in Fig.1 , for the given dataset of Table-1. SPRINT eliminates the class list by adding class list attribute values for each attribute list. The index in the attribute list is now index of the data record in the training dataset, as shown in Fig.2 that considers the sample dataset of Table 1 .
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The training data set is horizontally and evenly distributed among the parallel processors. Each processor evaluates possible splits by computing ranks of the attributes. The possible splits are communicated between the processors to find the best split. The main drawback of SLIQ and SPRINT is the high inter-processor communication involved in the operation to perform the split of the dataset associated with node. In paper [17] , new parallel implementation of C4.5 decision tree is proposed that uses hybrid parallelism strategy. Data parallelism is used at the beginning of the decision tree construction process, which is similar to one used by SLIQ. It achieves uniform load balance by distributing data records horizontally and equally among the processors and uses breadth-first strategy to build decision tree. Task parallelism is used at the lower nodes of the tree that cover a smaller number of data records. The algorithm proposed in [17] also deals with missing values of attributes and reduces the communication overhead significantly by employing task parallelism for building the nodes of decision tree at lower levels, covering a small portion of the entire dataset.
TID
Attendance % Existing Parallel Algorithms for Clustering: There have been very few significant research works towards exploration of parallelism in clustering algorithms. In 1995, Olson in his paper [20] suggested a parallel algorithm for hierarchical clustering that uses several distance metrics in parallel. In 1998, Subramanian [21] suggested parallel algorithm for density-based EM (Expectation Maximization) algorithm. He exploited the inherent parallelism of the algorithm by combining task-parallelism and data-parallelism. He exploited the data parallelism by computing cluster model in parallel, given the cluster number. The task-parallelism is exploited by concurrently searching cluster numbers using parallel machine clusters.
Distributed Data Mining
The rapid development of computers together with communication networks led to the generation of huge datasets by software applications developed for various services such as supermarket, banking, stock market and mobile service. Distributed Data Mining (DDM) can be implemented using one of the four approaches, mentioned below [22] .
• Move the disperse data to a central site, and then perform data mining on the entire data. This involves heavy communication cost to pool the entire data to a central site. Another problem with this approach is the preservation of data privacy which can't be guaranteed.
• Second approach is to perform mining locally at each site to build a local model. All the local models built so are moved to central site to combine them in to a global model. This approach is used in the works of [23] [24] [25] . This approach suffers from scalability problem with increase in number of sites.
• The third approach is using samples. A small set of representative data is carefully sampled at each site to form one global representative dataset. Data mining can then be performed on the global representative data set.
• Unlike all the previous three approaches where a central site to facilitate distributed data mining is involved, here in the fourth approach data mining is performed on P2P networks, where sites communicate directly with each other without involving a central server [26] [27]. Based on the use of underlying network infrastructure, distributed data mining systems can be broadly categorized into Client-Server DDM systems, and Mobile agent-based DDM systems. In the following sections we discuss about some of the research works done under these.
Client-server DDM Systems
In client server model data from different sites are collected at data mining server as shown in Fig.3 . The data mining server is normally a high performance server and performs data mining on the collected data for the mining request from clients. The advantage of the client-server model is that the server has high performance computational resources for handling resource intensive data mining tasks. However, this model involves high communication overhead as the distributed data has to be collected at central server.
Two significant DDM models that use client-server system are proposed in [29] and [30] . Parthsarthy .S et al. [30] proposed a DDM system called Intelliminer that implements distributed doall (D-DOALL) primitive by proposing two different "resource-aware" scheduling algorithms. A doall loop is one in which the loop iterations are independent, i.e. where there are no conflicts between iterations.
EXAMPLE: for (i=0; i<N; i++) { A[i]=B[i] }
Decision center is another major client-server based DDM system proposed by Chattratichat J. et al. [29] . In their work the authors have discussed implications of the requirements of large organizations for accessing and combining of data to provide comprehensive analysis. They suggested use of existing networking infrastructure, typically based on the internet technology. 
Mobile-Agent-Based DDM Systems
A mobile agent is a composition of both code and data which suspends execution and migrates from one computer on the network of computers to another autonomously and continues its execution on the destination computer. The paper [31] discusses the advantages of mobile agents over client server-based approaches by analyzing band with usage and network latency.
Mobile-agent based DDM systems reduce the high communication overhead involved in client-server based DDM systems. Here, when a client submits a data mining query, mobileagents that perform data mining task are dispatched to the data servers containing the datasets, as shown in the Fig.4 . The mobile agents after performing the data mining task on the datasets return with mining results. Using mobile agents has become a natural choice for many of the distributed data mining applications as it facilitates movement of small sized mobile agents that carry code rather than movement of huge volumes of data. Several distributed data mining systems that use mobile agents have been proposed by researchers in the recent past [28] [32] [33] .
The work proposed in [28] finds frequent-patterns using mobile-agents by computing Local Frequent Itemsets and Global Frequent Itemsets/Candidate Global Frequent Itemsets simultaneously. Also, the computation of Candidate Global Frequent Itemsets is performed in overlapped fashion. The work demonstrates that the time taken for computing Global Frequent Itemsets is reduced significantly by using mobile agents. The work published in paper [32] demonstrates how set of mobile agents having specialized expertise can be used to gather relevant information and how they cooperate with each other to arrive at timely decisions, in dealing with various supply chain finance-business analysis scenarios. The work in [33] proposes a structure for service-oriented software to construct distributed data mining system in e-commerce, using web services technology and mobile-agent technology. The structure proposed is open and can effectively integrate a variety of mining tools. It can even operate the data in heterogeneous environment. 
Conclusion
Due to the rapid advancement in information technology, web services in particular, a lot of data is being generated continuously like a stream called "data stream". A data stream can be considered as an ordered sequence of transactions that is generated in timely order. Performing data mining for Classification, Clustering, and Frequent pattern discovery in particular in data streams is more challenging for the following reasons:
• By nature, data streams are continuous. Hence, the data streams have to be read and analyzed online and are not available again for multiple data scans.
• Data in streams is seldom uniformly distributed. That is, currently frequent pattern may become infrequent in future and vice versa. Hence, infrequent patterns are also to be maintained without pruning.
Metwally et al. [5] has proposed a new algorithm for discovering frequent patterns in data streams. Some existing techniques can be adopted for finding frequent patterns in data streams. In the present scenario of web services and ever evolving distributed databases it is highly essential to scale up the existing data mining algorithms or to design new data mining algorithms. Parallel and distributed processing can be used and, in our opinion, is natural option for solving the scalability problem of the large databases. In our opinion, exploration of the possibility of applying suitable form of parallel processing to some of the existing techniques, to enhance computational speed, has also a great research scope. 
